Abstract. In this paper, we present a generic and robust representation of video shots content expressed in terms of salient regions of activity. The proposed approach is based on salient points of the image space, thus minimizing the computational effort. Salient points are extracted from each frame. Their trajectories are computed between successive frames and the global motion model is estimated. Moving salient points are selected from which salient regions are estimated using an adaptive Mean-Shift process, based on the statistical properties of the point neighborhoods. The salient regions are then matched along the stream, using the salient points trajectories. The information carried by the proposed salient regions of activity is evaluated and we show that such a representation of the content forms suitable input for video content interpretation algorithms.
Introduction
Video content representation is the task of extracting information from a video stream in order to facilitate its interpretation. We base our study on video shots as they are temporal segments of the video with consistent visual content. The information carried by video shots is twofold. First, a video shot holds a visual context, i.e. the visual environment and the editing effects. A video shot also contains events, i.e. long-term temporal objects [16] . We focus our approach on the extraction of such events and aim at a well defined representation of the visual content.
To extract events occurring in video shots, most approaches either rely on domain-specific algorithms or on global features. Works using local features in an unconstraint capturing environment are mainly based on spatio-temporal segmentation of the entire scene, which is a difficult problem that has no generic solution. As the activity of a scene is limited to a given number of regions, we propose to extract salient regions of activity. By definition, these are salient regions of the scene having homogenous perception properties and a salient temporal behavior. This paper presents a robust and fast process to extract salient regions of activity derived from spatio-temporal salient points. A representation of the video content is obtained as the set of the salient regions defined in the 2D+T space of the video stream. Salient regions of activity highly correlate with the events occurring in the considered scene. As such, they allow the detection of events that can be used by video content interpretation algorithms.
Section 2 describes the spatio-temporal salient points extraction process. Multi-scale salient points are first extracted from each frame of the video stream. Then, salient points are matched between successive frames in order to estimate their trajectory. The global affine motion model is estimated from the trajectories of the points. Spatio-temporal salient points are selected as the points that do not follow the global motion. Section 3 details how salient regions are estimated from moving salient points using an Adaptive Mean-Shift process that is based on the color distribution of the point neighborhoods. The extracted salient regions of activity are matched along the stream by considering the trajectories of the points belonging to it. Section 4 provides an evaluation of the information carried by such a representation, demonstrating its robustness and validating its usefulness in the context of video content interpretation. Finally section 5 discusses the main contributions of the present work.
2 Spatio-temporal salient points
Spatial Salient points
Salient points are points in the image space where the intensity changes in at least two directions ; because they carry high information about the structural content of a scene, they are used for image retrieval [4, 14] , imaging parameters estimation [1, 17] and objects recognition [8] . Several algorithms have been proposed to extract salient points such as the Plessey feature points [5] , SUSAN [12] , Curvature Scale Space [10] and the Wavelet based [6] approach. K. Mikolajczyk and C. Schmid in [9] present a multi-scale version of the Plessey feature points. Their points are among the most robust and have the desirable property to be scale invariant. The multi-scale interest points are extracted from the scale space of an intensity image I(v), v ∈ V = {x, y}. The scale-space is obtained by convolving I(v) with a Gaussian derivative kernel for a set of scales s ∈ S :
where 
H(v, s) gives a measure of the cornerness of the points v at the scale s. It is based on the strength of the eigenvalues of the auto-covariance matrix Σ of L v .
According to the scale-space theory [7] , the characteristic scale of a point is a local maxima of the Laplacian defined by :
Thus, multi-scale salient points are defined to be points that are local maxima of H in the image space and local maxima of L in the scale space.
Such interest points defined by K. Mikolajczyk and C. Schmid are extracted for each frame of the video stream. In the sequel, we note W t the set of salient points w extracted independently at the frame F t and s w the characteristic scale of point w.
Temporal salient points
Spatial salient points are located on the objects of interest but also on textured surfaces or non-informative background structures. For these reasons, we consider only the moving salient points, i.e. points which motion is different from that of the background. To extract these temporal salient points, trajectories of the spatial salient points are computed and the background motion model is estimated. Temporal salient points are selected as the spatial salient points having a salient temporal behavior for a given period of time.
Salient points trajectories The trajectories of salient points are computed by matching them between two consecutive frames. More formally, for any w t ∈ W t , the corresponding point w t−1 ∈ W t−1 is selected. Points in W t and W t−1 are first described by a the 9-dimension vector of the Hilbert invariants up to the third order as presented by C. Schmid in [11] . Then, the Mahalanobis distance d(w t , w t−1 ) is computed for each pair of points. To select the good matches M t among the set of possible matches, a greedy algorithm is applied that tends to minimize the sum of the distances ( 
We therefore obtain the set of matches M t that associates the salient points of W t in the current frame with their predecessors in the previous one. The set of match M t corresponds to the set of trajectories of the points between the two successive frames F t−1 and F t .
Global motion model estimation Given the set of trajectories M t , we estimate the most representative affine motion model of the trajectories (see [13] for an overview of motion estimation). This model thus corresponds to a global description of the background motion. We choose the affine motion model because of its ability to capture the main camera motions with a limited number of parameters:
To estimate the motion model from the set of trajectories M t , we first apply a RanSaC algorithm [3] which tends to select the most representative motion model. As the set of trajectories contains noise, the model is then smoothed by applying a Tukey M -estimator in way close to the one presented in [15] .
Points selection Moving salient points are those that do not follow the background motion model. In order to remove potential noise, only salient points detected as moving for a given time interval are selected (in our experiments we set this interval to 10 frames). Such points are mainly situated on moving objects and provide high information about the dynamic content of the scene. However, as they are located on corner like regions, they do not well focus on the visual events.
Salient Regions of activity
Salient regions of activity are homogenous (in terms of perception properties, e.g. color distribution) moving regions defined in the 2D+T space of the video shot. They tend to correspond to the events (as defined in [16] ) occurring in the scene. We detect and track such regions from the moving salient points. Hence, they inherit the saliency and the robustness of such features. We model salient regions of activity as a succession in time of spatial ellipses. The parameters of the ellipses are estimated by a Mean Shift algorithm augmented with a kernel adaptation step.
Adaptive Mean Shift algorithm
The Mean Shift algorithm has been used to track regions of interest [2] . The main idea is to compute an offset δ v r between a current estimation of the region location v r and an estimation v r having a higher likelihood. The offset is computed by :
where K is a kernel centered in v r and p(v) is a weighting function measuring the probability of the pixel v to belong to the region. From an initial location, the algorithm computes a new location from the offset δv r and is iterated until the location converges to a local maxima. In our setting, we use an ellipsoidal Epanechnikov Kernel because it has a convergence rate much more higher than the Gaussian Kernel :
where Σ k is the affine transformation corresponding to the shape of the kernel and σ s is the size of the kernel (its radius in the affine transformed domain).
As the shape and the size of the salient regions of activity are not known a priori, a shape adaptation step is necessary after the convergence of the Mean Shift. The shape and the size of the kernel are estimated from the covariance matrix of p(v).
The algorithm then alternates a Mean Shift algorithm with an adaptation step until both the location of the region v r and the kernel converge. In order to speed up the process, some divergence criteria may be defined such as a maximum size of the Kernel and a minimum sum of the weights p(v).
Region detection
A new salient region of activity is detected for each moving salient point not within a currently tracked region. The initial position of the region is set to the position of the corresponding salient point : v r = w. The shape of the kernel is initialized to a circle, i.e. Σ k = diag(1, 1) and its size to its characteristic scale, i.e. σ s = 3 * w s .
As weighting function, we use P (v|θ w ) = N (µ θw , Σ θw ), the probability of a pixel to be in the Gaussian RGB normalized (R/(R + G + B), G/(R + G + B)) color space defined by θ w . The parameters θ w are estimated in the spatial neighborhood of the salient point (i.e., the neighborhood inside the circle of radius 3 * w s centered at the point location). An adaptive mean shift process is then performed that estimates the ellipse maximizing the likelihood of the region.
Region tracking
Detected salient regions of activity are tracked along the shot. First, the position of a region is updated by adding to its previous position the mean motion vector of the salient points within it :
Then, an adaptive mean shift process is performed which updates the ellipse estimate. 
Evaluation
In order to evaluate the information provided by the extracted salient regions of activity we consider the events they characterize and evaluate the precision of this information. This study is performed over a corpus containing about 50 shots: 22 sport shots, 13 news shots, 14 sitcom shots (from the MPEG7 evaluation corpus) and 5 videos of meeting (from the M4 meeting corpus). We have labeled about 1000 extracted salient regions according to the events they characterize (see table 1 ). We observe a precision above 63%. In other words, almost 2 out of 3 regions are semantically meaningful. Hence, salient regions of activity are well-suited to provide video interpretation algorithms with a meaningful decomposition of the spatio-temporal content in terms of events. The recall of this representation cannot be evaluated in a systematic way because it calls for the exhaustive annotation of all events (defined as long-term temporal objects) of the corpus performed by naive subjects. However, a systematic visual inspection of the spatio-temporal location of the detected regions let us envisage that they highlight most of the events and that they could be used by higherlevel algorithms as a focus of attention preprocessor. Figure 1 shows some visual illustrative examples.
In this paper, we have presented a novel representation of video content that captures the events occurring in the stream. The proposed procedure for salient regions of activity extraction is fast (less than 1 second per frame in our matlab implementation) robust (based on invariant features) and generic (it makes no assumption on the type of content at hand). Our results clearly demonstrate that this representation is coherent (i.e. robust and meaningful) and is an effective decomposition of the content that can be further exploited by interpretation processes. Future work will therefore focus on the use of such a representation to develop new event retrieval algorithms in videos databases.
